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I Beautiful paper
I Adresses the core questions in Macroeconomics:

× Is unemployment caused by high wages, low demand or
frictions?

× What does move employment? demand shocks, supply shocks?

I My discussion

× The main mechanism in a nutshell
× because “repetition is the mother of pedagogy”
× Some random thoughts/comments
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In a nutshell
Supply

I Measure 1 of workers that produce on demand and consume
(but not their own good)

I Each is endowed with one unit of time that can be allocated
to

× production: z units of time  z units of good sold at price p
× idleness

I Search: consumers make visits v at cost ρv units of goods  
number f (v) of matches (= probability)

I A match implies the production of 1 unit that is sold at price p

I f (v)
v = number of matches (purchases) per visit (=probability)
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In a nutshell
Demand

I Max u(c ,m)

I m is an outside good (money?)

I BC: m + p × c + p × 1
f (v)
v

ρ ≤ µ+ pf (v)

I Solution: cd(v , p), decreasing in v and p
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In a nutshell
Equilibrium

I Note that the slope of demand depends on p.
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In a nutshell
Equilibrium

I equilibrium is a triplet (c , v , p) s.t.

× ce = cs(v)
× ce = cd(v , p

I 2 equations for 3 unknowns  pick up the price theory you
want

× classic result in search models: p does not clear any market,
put decides of the exposit sharing of the match surplus

× Note that this does not mean that fix price is one out of many
possible choice for price setting

× Fix price means that a different mechanism is chosen every
time the environment changes
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In a nutshell
Comparative statics

Table 1: Comparative statics in the basic model (Section 3)

Effect on:

Output Tightness Labor utilization Consumption
Increase in: y x f (x) c

A. Efficient pricing
Aggregate demand 0 0 0 0
Aggregate supply + 0 0 +

C. Rigid pricing
Aggregate demand + + + + (slack)

0 (efficient)
− (tight)

Aggregate supply + − − +

Notes: The comparative statics are derived in Section 3.4. An increase in aggregate demand results from an increase
in endowment, µ , or an increase in taste for services, c . An increase in aggregate supply results from an increase in
capacity, k.

tightness. Since tightness decreases, idleness increases. Since k increases but x falls, the im-

pact on output y = f (x) · k is not obvious. Equation (9) implies, however, that y = f (x) · k =

(ce · µ/pe)/[1 + t(x)]e�1. As x falls, (1 + t(x))e�1 falls since e > 1, and hence output y falls.

Interestingly, when the economy is in the efficient regime, shifts in aggregate supply do influence

consumption whereas shifts in aggregate demand have no first-order effects on consumption.

Aggregate supply and aggregate demand shocks generate different correlations between vari-

ables. Market tightness and output are positively correlated under aggregate demand shocks but

negatively correlated under aggregate supply shocks. An implication is that idleness decreases af-

ter a positive aggregate demand shock but increases after a positive aggregate supply shock. The

intuition is simple. After a positive aggregate demand shock consumers want to consume more

services so workers sell a larger fraction of a fixed amount of services available. Hence, output and

market tightness are higher. On the other hand, after a positive aggregate supply shock workers of-

fer more services for sale but consumers do not desire to consume more at a given price, so workers

sell a smaller fraction of a larger amount of services available. Hence, market tightness is lower.

Since tightness is lower in equilibrium, the effective price faced by consumers, (1 + t(x)) · p, is

lower, stimulating consumers to purchase more services and increasing output.

26
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In a nutshell
Comparative statics

I From that comparative statics and from data on labor
utilization, search effort (recruiting sector), output,

I one can measure

× price rididity
× the size of demand shocks
× the size of supply shock

I This is done in an extended version of that model with
frictions on both goods and labor market
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Random Thoughts/Comments
Aggregate demand shocks

I The theory cries for a theory of demand shocks

× that would not be preference shocks
× that would not be shocks on µ
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Random Thoughts/Comments
Aggregate demand shocks: monetary shocks?

I If p is fixed, the model can be interpreted as a model with
MIUF

I Then p × µ is money supply

I The model looks pretty much like the good old fix price model

I In particular, there is an obvious monetary policy that can
reach constrained efficient allocations at any time.
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Random Thoughts/Comments
Analogy with the 3-goods fix-price model

5HYXH� «FRQRPLTXH�

3RVRQV�PDLQWHQDQW� �/��� FRQGLWLRQ� G
«TXLOLEUH� GX� PDUFK«� GX� WUDYDLO�
HQ� H[FªV� GH� GHPDQGH�GH�ELHQV� ��

�/��� 1�� �Z�� U�� �� 1���Z��  � /���

HQ� VXEVWLWXDQW� U� �0�� Z��� HW� HQ� DGPHWWDQW� TXH� O
HIIHW� GLUHFW� GX� VDODLUH�
GRPLQH�� LO� YLHQW� ��

1� �0�� Z��  � /�

«TXDWLRQ� TXL� G«ILQLW� XQH� IURQWLªUH� FURLVVDQWH��
(Q�H[FªV� G
RIIUH� GH� ELHQV�� OD� IURQWLªUH� «TXLYDOHQWH� HVW� /W� ��

1�� �Z�� U�� �� �`F� �\�� U��  � /��

1�� >Z�� U� �0�� Z�@� �� IWF� >\� �0�� Z��� U� �0�� ½!�@�  � /� ��

2Q� UHPDUTXH�TXH�O
HIIHW� GH�OD�PRQQDLH�HVW� UHQIRUF«� HW� FHOXL�GX� WDX[�
GH�VDODLUH�½!�U«GXLW�SDU�UDSSRUW�¢� /��� FH� TXL�LPSOLTXH� XQH�SHQWH� G0�GZ�
U«GXLWH��,O�YLHQW�GRQF�� HQ� FRPELQDQW�OHV� FRQGLWLRQV� IURQWLªUHV�� OH� U«JLRQ��
QHPHQW� VXLYDQW� ��

*UDSKLTXH� ��� 7\SRORJLH� GHV� «TXLOLEUHV� DYHF� UDWLRQQHPHQW�
GDQV� OH� SODQ� 0RQQDLH���6HXLO� VDODULDO�

/D� UHSU«VHQWDWLRQ� SURSRV«H� SHXW� PDLQWHQDQW� ¬WUH� FRPSO«W«H� GH�
PDQLªUH� ¢� IDLUH� DSSDUD°WUH� OHV� SURSUL«W«V� GH� VWDWLTXH� FRPSDUDWLYH� GX�
PRGªOH��

����
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Figure 8: The five welfare regimes of the model of Section 4

w > 0, the labor market is slack (q < q ⇤) if and only if p > pq (w). The function px is strictly

decreasing for w 2 (0,w⇤) and strictly increasing for w 2 (w⇤,+•). The function pq (w) is strictly

decreasing for w 2 (0,wL) and such that pq (w) = 0 for all w > wL, where wL > w⇤ is a constant

of the parameters. Furthermore, px(w⇤) = pq (w⇤) = p⇤.

Figure 8 displays the five regimes in a (w, p) plane. The labor market is slack above the curve

p = pq (w) and tight below. The product market is slack above the curve p = px(w) and tight

below. Moreover, q = q ⇤ on the curve p = pq (w) and x = x⇤ on the curve p = px(w). As the price

and wage implementing (x⇤,q ⇤) are unique, the curves p = pq (w) and p = px(w) cross only once,

at (w⇤, p⇤).

4.4 Equilibrium

We assume that price and real wage are parameters of the model, and that only product and labor

market tightnesses equilibrate the markets. We define and characterize the equilibrium with rigid

prices:

DEFINITION 10. Given real wage w > 0 and product market tightness x > 0, a rigid-price labor

market equilibrium consists of a pair (q ,n) of labor market tightness and employment such that

32

I Different stories and microfoundations
I Is that such a different story?: not so much for business cycle

analysis if p is fixed.
I Lambert (1988) (also Sneessens): fix-price + micro markets +

CES aggregation: very close to a model with matching
frictions
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Figure 8: The five welfare regimes of the model of Section 4

w > 0, the labor market is slack (q < q ⇤) if and only if p > pq (w). The function px is strictly

decreasing for w 2 (0,w⇤) and strictly increasing for w 2 (w⇤,+•). The function pq (w) is strictly

decreasing for w 2 (0,wL) and such that pq (w) = 0 for all w > wL, where wL > w⇤ is a constant

of the parameters. Furthermore, px(w⇤) = pq (w⇤) = p⇤.

Figure 8 displays the five regimes in a (w, p) plane. The labor market is slack above the curve

p = pq (w) and tight below. The product market is slack above the curve p = px(w) and tight

below. Moreover, q = q ⇤ on the curve p = pq (w) and x = x⇤ on the curve p = px(w). As the price

and wage implementing (x⇤,q ⇤) are unique, the curves p = pq (w) and p = px(w) cross only once,

at (w⇤, p⇤).

4.4 Equilibrium

We assume that price and real wage are parameters of the model, and that only product and labor

market tightnesses equilibrate the markets. We define and characterize the equilibrium with rigid

prices:

DEFINITION 10. Given real wage w > 0 and product market tightness x > 0, a rigid-price labor

market equilibrium consists of a pair (q ,n) of labor market tightness and employment such that

32

I Different stories and microfoundations
I Is that such a different story?: not so much for business cycle

analysis if p is fixed.
I Lambert (1988) (also Sneessens): fix-price + micro markets +

CES aggregation: very close to a model with matching
frictions
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Random Thoughts/Comments
What I don’t find in the model

I Diamond (1982) coconut model is (to me) capturing the
(Keynesian) essence of search models

I trade depends on actions that depend on trade expectations

× multiple equilibria are possible
× but even with determinacy, multipliers exist:
× which means that fluctuations are suboptimal
× and not a “constant wedge ”model

I I have not found a clear way to see this in the model when
prices are not sticky

I (Something we are trying to do with Beaudry and Galizia in
“Reconciling Hayek’s and Keynes’ views of recessions)”
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Random Thoughts/Comments
Talking about me

I We are all sometimes invited to diners with non economists,

I (unfortunately)

I In France, it almost always means that I am the more
pro-market person at the table

I My example for why the invisible hand has some bite is the
French bread market

× Important market
× would be a nightmare to plan
× seems to work pretty well (?)

I It seems that I must find another example market: any
suggestions?
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To conclude

I Important paper

I Should be read by any macroeconomist

I Should be taught (the “Economical Business-Cycle Model”
baby version)
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